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NTWC CONFERENCE CALL 

May 14, 2014 

1:00 Eastern, 12:00 Central, 11:00 Mountain, 

10:00 Pacific, 9:00 Alaska 

Dial 1-877-446-3914, Access Code 321302# 

 

 

Steve Terry called the meeting to order at 1:06 p.m. 

Name Tribe/Organization 
Alex Cabillo Hualapai 
David Fuller Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe 
Steve Terry United South and Eastern Tribes 
Denise Jensen Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska  
Dan Kusnierz Penobscot Indian Nation 
Nancy Schuldt Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa 
Pamela Blasdell INDUS Corporation 

 

Next call: June 11, 2014 at 1:00 p.m. EST. 
 

No agenda was established for today’s meeting. Steve leveraged the meeting to review follow-up 
items and actions from the face-to-face meeting in Washington, DC, April 22, 2014. 

Topics Discussed: 
1) Reinterpretation of TAS 
2) Recap SP-14(b) conference call 
3) Other items discussed 
4) Review of follow-up and action items from Washington, DC meeting 

 

 
1) Reinterpretation of TAS  
Steve Terry participated on the Region 4 RTOC call. Fred Leutner, EPA gave a presentation on 
Reinterpretation of TAS.  EPA is not receiving feedback from tribal Leaders on this 
reinterpretation.  Steve asked the council members to send a letter their tribal leaders detailing 
their stand on the reinterpretation on TAS.  

Steve spoke to Ken Norton and they will draft a memo explaining the effort and encouraging 
tribal leaders to participate.  Will use that as a template and will send out that out to the council.  
The letter from the NTWC should be done by the next conference call on June 11, 2014. 
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Nancy Schuldt is writing comments on the Tribal Impaired WATERS program for Fond du Lac 
and will provide that to the council to include in the Reinterpretation of TAS memo. 
 
Dave Fuller has spoken to the PhD student whose dissertation is focused on TAS.  After she 
defends her research in June she is willing to put out a survey monkey to capture tribal opinions 
on TAS.  She is willing to provide EPA with her dissertation’s approach.  The group discussed 
the best avenue to incorporate the graduate student’s findings.  They concluded it would be better 
to be proactive and move forward with it as something we independently generated.  The survey 
results could be used if in the event there are questions as to why the reinterpretation is 
necessary. 
 
Comments on Reinterpretation of TAS 
Alex Cabillo submitted information regarding his tribe’s process and financials for their TAS 
process.  He suggested submitting information explaining why his tribe created WQS.  Steve 
thought this was a good idea.  Alex will forward this information to Steve. 
 
Dan Kusnierz explained his tribe’s predicament with the reinterpretation of TAS.   Unfortunately 
some of the main tribes in his region have verbiage in their statutes that future laws effecting 
quality for reservation waters do not benefit the tribes unless recognized in the law by Congress.   
 
Steve announced Eastern Band of Cherokee of Indians submitted their TAS application for CWA 
WQS to the regions for administrator.  
 
Next steps to support Reinterpretation of TAS: 
 Dave will follow up with the graduate student on her progress.   
 Nancy will provide Steve with her comments on the Tribal Impaired WATERS program 

for Fond du Lac to include in the Reinterpretation of TAS memo. 
 Alex will forward Steve information explaining why his tribe created WQS. 
 Steve and Ken will draft a NTWC memo supporting Reinterpretation of TAS to send to 

tribal leaders. (Complete before next conference call – June 11, 2014) 
 

Reinterpretation of TAS – Working Schedule: 
Letter initiating tribal consultation/coordination webinars – May 22 and 28, 2014 
Pre- proposal tribal consultation/coordination – ends June 20, 2014 
Outreach to states – ends June 20, 2014 
 
If EPA decides to proceed: 
Proposal of interpretive rule in Federal Register – Fall 2014 
Public comment period (60 days) – starts Fall 2014 
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Post- proposal tribal consultation/coordination – TBD  
Issue final interpretive rule in Federal Register – Fall 2015 
 

 

2) Recap of SP-14(b) conference call 
Steve participated on a call with EPA on the SP-14(b).   EPA representatives:  Susan 
Holdsworth, Charles Kovatch, Matt Richardson and Laura Shumway participated.   In an 
effort to identify an adequate number of tribal sites to compare to non-tribal sites, EPA will 
mine the Norris dataset for tribal sites and will look biology habitats nutrients.  
 
The Tribal Water Atlas was discussed.  Steve asked for more information on what SP-14(b) 
is, the agency’s objectives and why should a tribe include their monitory station.    
 
SP-14(b) Workgroup 
Steve is looking for a workgroup of NTWC members to help put this information into a 
presentation for webinars.  He solicited volunteers. 
 
The following people volunteered: Nancy Schuldt and Dave Fuller. 
 
Nancy noted she had follow-up discussions with Susan, Laura and Dwayne.  Nancy attended 
the National 303(d) workshop and saw some interesting tools presented.  There was 
discussion about the availability of datasets that could improve the coverage.   
 
Steve solicited photos from NTWC members.  Photos of water quality monitoring stations, 
people in the field taking measurements, and photos of sites included in the pilot will be ideal 
to include in the webinars.   
 
Next Steps supporting SP-14(b) effort: 
 Steve will draft a presentation and will provide to Nancy and Dave by the end of 

May. 
 Nancy and Dave will work through the presentation in June. 
 NTWC members will provide Steve /Workgroup with photos. 

 

 
3) Other items discussed: 

Nancy attended the National 303(d) workshop in Shepherdstown, WV.   Her friend Robyn 
from the Umatilla Band also attended.  She met Sherri Venno from Dan Kusnierz’ region.  
Nancy and Sherry spoke about NTOC. She is interested in finding a way to have an 
overlapping face-to-face meeting and work in parallel in the issues we are trying to promote.  
Nancy noted the NTWC is interested in coordinated efforts. 
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Alex noted it is starting to happen.  Ken participated in a tribal budget meeting and NTOC is 
hoping Ken will participate in the meeting with OCFO next week.  Alex acknowledged it is 
difficult and there is overlap.   
 
Nancy also spoke to Robyn about TAS, funding as a state.  Nancy is considering including 
tribes assuming impaired waters program authority.  If we are going to successfully 
implement another water program tribes need to see commensurate funding as the states.  
States are getting programmatic funding therefore tribes should have a source of funding to 
support the new program. 
 
At the 303(d) workshop measuring protection discussed and it concurred with the SP-14(b) 
discussion at the Washington, DC meeting. The states impaired waters program recognized 
the importance to protect their high quality waters.  Nancy thought that was interesting the 
states are interested in recognizing their efforts in the protection of their high quality waters. 

 

 

 

4) Review of follow-up and action items from Washington, DC meeting 
 EPA will follow-up with money that is not spent by tribes.  (Nancy Stoner’s opening 

discussion regarding SRFs and Grants). EPA Action 
 EPA follow-up with NTWC on the EPA program looking at nutrient criteria in 

sediments. (Denise Jensen asked for this information.)   
5-14-2104 – I believe this action was discussed during the Tribal Nutrient Strategy 
breakout session.  Should it be closed?   

 
Reinterpretation of TAS 
 Fred Leutner will add the 518H definition of a reservation to Slide 5 - Potential 

Reinterpretation of Clean Water Act TAS - Slide 5 (Recommended by Ken).  EPA 
Action 
 

 NTWC members provide comments to Beth/Fred on the Potential Reinterpretation of 
Clean Water Act TAS.    
TAS Activities:  NTWC Actions 
o Pull together information from tribes that went through the TAS process and have 

been successful developing WQS.  What at the cost for TAS process and time frame.  
o Ken will start contacting the tribes in Region 9 to gather past TAS efforts.  
o Add this process to the website.  
5-14-2014 Update: 

o Ken talked about with Steve and they will draft a NTWC memo for tribal leaders 
explaining the effort and encouraging participation.  Will use that as a template 
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and will send out that out to the council.  The letter from the NTWC should be 
done by the next conference call on June 11, 2014. 

o Alex Cabillo noted he provided information on his tribe’s TAS efforts. 
 
Tribal Nutrient Strategy - EPA and NTWC Action 
 USDA / NRCS /USGS and EPA will create an Interagency workgroup to create a 

Nutrient Criteria Template (for criteria development).     
5-14-2014 Update: 
Steve has spoken to Tom Wahl.  The interagency workgroup will be headed by USGS and 
EPA, Michael Bolt and Denise Jensen.  Betsy Behl will be on the next hours call.   
Matt Richardson provided Steve with documents on interagency agreements.  USET was 
asked to take the lead on this developing this effort.  USET agreed to take the lead.  

 
SP-14b Effort  EPA Action 
 Laura EPA Intern, mine the NARS datasets to identify a difference of streams, lakes, or 

wetlands on tribal lands).  Comparison between what is going on tribes and off tribes.  
Hoping to get this done in 4 – 6 weeks.  Laura will include Nancy in her progress reports.   
 

Discussion with Gary EPA Actions 
 Research if there is a statute basis for allocating 106 money. 
 EPA has committed to documenting a one page summary of what he heard from the 

NWTC presenting it to the council. 
 Investigate Territories of Guam and America Samoa.  They don’t have to demonstrate a 

level of pollutants standard.  This goes back to equal footing.  How are they are receiving 
it and how is it different from tribes that manages large land basis. 

 Determine a potential pathway for Alaska Native Villages to access 106 funding. 
 Compare Alaska subsistence rights with hunting fishing and gathering.  (This discussion 

involved bringing parity between AK and lower 48.) Supreme Court subsistence in 
Alaska is the same as exterior rights for hunting fishing and gathering this would answer 
a lot of questions for EPA on how to treat ANV. 

 Provide the NTWC with NPDES permitting report coming out of Alaska. 
 To address where Alaska Native Tribes and Villages go for information on pending 

permitting conditions? Request pre public notification. 
 May conference call topic: discuss Eric’s action item (Discussing and clarifying NPDES 

implementation issues at the Alaska Forum. 
 
NTWC Actions 
 Add the Mining Loop Holes Power Point to the NTWC Website. 
 NTWC will request to discuss NPDES implementation issues at the Alaska Forum on the 

Environment. 


